ACROSS

1. In this skating discipline, skaters take to the ice alone and show off their best jumps and spins to music.

5. What jump rotates four times in the air?

6. In ___ skating, two skaters compete together, performing jumps, lifts, twists and more.

8. Budding figure skaters can join a club’s ___ Program and transition from Learn to Skate USA into U.S. Figure Skating introductory membership.

9. In this spin, a skater bends their back and lifts their arms to the sky.

DOWN

2. In this skating discipline, a couple performs a program timed and choreographed to music. They perform patterns, twizzles and other footwork with rhythm (two words).

3. In this elegant skating move, skaters lift their leg high up and glide across the ice.

4. How many skaters stand on the podium at the U.S. Figure Skating Championships?

7. In a ___ spin, skaters spin low to the ice.

8. This is the only jump that takes off from a forward outside edge.